To produce energy from dark photons γ − , colliding it with Higgs boson particle BR(H → γγ − ) under extreme relativistic conditions (ERCs) has been proposed. The Higgs boson BR(H → γγ − ) gets excited at extreme relativistic conditions and its quantum field has an extremely short-range weak force which can create electromagnetic field. Thus, it has been assumed that the induction of an electrically charged particle dark photon γ − (non-energy level photon), into these extreme relativistic conditions will create an energy level photon, here named the Hossain dark photon (HDP). To confirm this HDP formation via a dark photon quantum interaction with a Higgs boson particle BR(H → γγ − ), a series of mathematical modeling tests using MATLAB software has been performed. Interestingly, these mathematical models revealed that the presence of extra relativistic conditions does transform the dark photon γ − into an HDP for N eff = 4.08 , respectively. Thereafter, the feasible HDP photon dynamics is also modeled using the atomic spectra contour maps of the Hamiltonian ( 
Introduction
To analyze the ability of dark photons to create energy, I have presented a mass constraint model, along with key systematic parameters and Planck priors that constrain the masses to ∑mν = 0.041 eV at the 1 − σ level which is comparable to the Stage 4 CMB [1.8] . These constraints are derived by marginalizing the number of relativistic degrees of freedom ( N eff ), which are the degenerative function of the neutrino mass [1, 2] . Thus, using the same function in MATLAB, I have explored the ability of the LSST-era test "standard" models for the HDR activation. Several studies interestingly revealed that approximately 80% of all mass in the solar system is made of dark matter (axions, neutralinos, photinos, and fifth force), comprises of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) which has the possibility to act as the energy state level matter to create energy [3] [4] [5] . Thus, in this model, a set of mathematical evidence has been performed to determine the N eff measurements to detect the mass of HDP radiation at 1 − σ level as 0.162 eV for fermionic, and 0.137 eV for dark radiation, expressing the following predictions at extreme relativistic condition, [6] :
where represents dark matter energy density under extreme temperatures T and the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom N eff of non-instantaneous neutrino decoupling from the primordial photon-baryon plasma (see, e.g., 1). Further, these theoretical predictions were clarified by the physical mechanisms of the Higgs boson, which confirm the HDP photon activation under extreme relativistic conditions by the following series of equations [7] [8] [9] :
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where c eff is the photon speed, and c vis represents the viscosity speed, which is equivalent to c 2 eff = c 2 vis = 1∕3. Consequently, this mathematical analysis has been described as the evidence of the transformation of dark photons and converts it into electricity through a semiconductor under ultrarelative conditions. Just because of the electrons of dark photons have the negative charge and two electrons that can interact with each other through their electromagnetic forces create electron-positron pairs under extreme relativistic conditions by ion-ion collisions [10, 11] . Therefore, the transformation of the proposed HDP will have its momentum to convert it into energy.
Methods and materials

Dark photon modeling
In this model, I initially compared the fifth-dimensional standard set of parameters of the densities of dark photons b and c considering the proportional rates with respect to the angular distance of the uncoupling at the optic intensity of re-ionization . In addition, the scalar spectral index n s and the average normalized spectrum A S at k = 0.002 MPC −1 were also calculated. Thus, the functional number for the relativistic degrees of freedom of photon N eff , the functional speed c = 1∕3 [12] [13] [14] . Considering the SZ amplitude A SZ , the amplitude of the clustered point sources A C and the amplitude of the Poisson distributed point sources A p , I have also marginalized the contribution of the point sources of the ACT and SPT to the release of dark photon force energy by calculating the modification of Newton's kinetic energy equation using MATLAB software, as expressed below:
Further, a combination of the oscillations of the measurable factors for each component (clustered and Poisson distributed) of the dark photons modeling has also been identified by the SZ oscillation in the WMAP, SPT and ACT templates using [15, 16] MATLAB with an adaptation of the Newtonian work-energy equation. Here, the mass of m 0 at rest at the origin of the x-axis is used to transform a dark photon into a HDP to create energy, as described by the following equations:
dv, anti-derivative and relativistic momentum
dv, moving constantcinside the integral 
Dark photon transformation
To identify the HDP transformation, I have further proposed the dark photon dynamics at the nanoscale through point break waveguides embedded in a semiconductor circuit at extreme relativistic conditions. For this calculation, I have treated both the semiconductor and the point break waveguides as reservoirs of photons. Therefore, the nanoscale point breaks in the semiconductor panel satisfy the purely electron dynamics for continuous state photons with the adaptation of a Newtonian work-energy equation considering the atomic spectra and contour maps; thus, the Hamiltonian is expressed as [5, 6, 17] :
represents the driver of the nanoscale point
represents the driver of the photodynamic modes of the nanoscale structures of the dark photons, and the coefficient V ik represents the magnitude of the dark photonic mode among the nanoscale break points and dark photon nanoscale structures ( Fig. 1 ). Considering the initial dark photonic structures in an equilibrium state, I integrate the whole dark photonic reservoir structure noting the excited coherent state of the dark photons in the semiconductor. This is expressed by the following master equation [18] [19] [20] :
Here, (t) represents the attenuated density of the dark photons in the point break states,
resents the re-standardized Hamiltonian of the point break with respect to the point break frequencies
, and the couplings of the dark photons among the point breaks � cij (t) induced by the function. The factors ij (t) and ̃i j (t) are characterized as the dark photonic dynamics in a PV semiconductor under extreme relativistic conditions. The re-standardized frequency,
, and the time-dependent factors, ij (t) and ̃i j (t) , are resolved purely via the non-perturbative principle. For a dark photon reservoir, the Hamiltonian is expressed as H I = ∑ k k xq k , where x and q k represent the locations of the primary unique point break and secondary unique point break reservoirs. Considering the quantum
dynamics of a dark photon, for the whole reservoir within the point break, the Hamiltonian can be modified as
, which confirms the magnitude of the dark photonic dynamics within the point break. Therefore, the dark photonic dynamics can be characterized by the dissipated dark photon factors (t) and ̃(t) (all the sub-indices (i, j) are as in Eq. (2)). These factors can be calculated using the following exact unperturbed nonequilibrium functions [21, 22] :
where u t, t 0 represents the point break dark photon reservoir area and v(t, t) represents the photon dynamics due to the induced reservoir. The latter is further clarified using the following integral-differential equation and non-equilibrium dynamics [23, 24] :
where v c represents the prime frequency at the point break. Therefore, the integral functions in Eqs. (12) and (13) determine the backup functions within the point breaks, and the number of dark photons created by the non-equilibrium state is expressed uniquely per unit area J( ) of the dark photonic structure using the following relations:
w h e r e n( , T) = 1∕ e � ∕k B T − 1 represents the primary dark photon dynamics in the PV panel at a temperature T. The unit area J( ) is defined in relation to the density of the states (DOS) ( ) of the dark photon production in the semiconductor panel with a magnitude of V k , between the point breaks and PV circuits, Finally, I have summarized the dark photon production proliferation with respect to the dark photon dynamic state in the PV panel, such that V k → V( ) and the i of V ik in Eq. (1) can be counted at a single-diode mode point break. Thus, the non-equilibrium dark photon production J( ) , as
considered in Eq. (14), can be obtained using the following simplified equation:
where n = E = hf is the number of photons (i.e., the Bose-Einstein photon distribution) in the equilibrium stage and e is the atmospheric constant and is 1 when there is a clear sky.
Transformation of dark photon into energy
To transform a dark photon into an HDP and then convert it into electricity, I have proposed using a semiconductor panel to perform ultrarelativistic reactions in the cell [25,
26]. Thus, a semiconductor module will be built by connecting solar cells in series and parallel, utilizing dark photon energy (current), a diode and two resistors; this system is called a solar cell single-diode model (Fig. 2) .
The semiconductor model is thus diode, k (= 1.38 × 10 −23 W/m 2 K) represents Boltzmann's constant, q (= 1.6 × 10 −19 C) represents the magnitude of the charge of an electron and T C represents the functional cell temperature. Subsequently, the I-q relationship in the PV cells varies owing to the diode current and/or saturation current, which can be expressed as [27, 28] where I RS represents the saturation current, considering the functional temperature and solar irradiance, and qEG represents the band-gap energy moving into the silicon and graphene PV cell, considering the normal, and is normalized (Fig.3) .
Considering the PV module, the I-V equation, with the exception of the I-V curve, is a conjunction of the I-V curves of all the cells in the PV panel. Therefore, the equation can be rewritten as follows to determine the V-R relationship:
Here, K is as a constant = where I Lmo represents the photon-generated current, I Omo represents the saturated current into the diode, R smo represents the resistance in series and K mo represents the factorial constant. Once all non-series (NS) cells are connected in series, the series resistance is counted as the summation
of the resistance of each cell in the series R smo = N S × R S, and the constant factor can be expressed as
There is a certain amount of current flowing into the series of connected cells; thus, the current flow in Eq. 5 remains the same for each component, i.e., I omo = I o and I Lmo = I L . Thus, the module I mo -V mo equation for the N S series of connected cells is written as Similarly, the current-voltage calculation can be rewritten for the parallel connections once all N P cells are connected in parallel and can be expressed as follows [29, 30] :
Because the photon-generated current will depend primarily on the solar irradiance and relativistic temperature conditions of the PV panel, the current can be calculated using the following equation:
where I sc represents the PV current at 25 °C and kW/m 2 , K I represents the relativistic PV panel coefficient, T ref represents the PV panel's functional temperature, and G represents the solar energy in kW/m 2 ( Table 1) . 
Results and discussion
Dark photon modeling
The relativistic contributions of N eff and its corresponding perturbation parameters c . The constraints on the dark photon parameters of varying N eff , with and without variations in their perturbations, depend on two functions of WMAP7, ACT, SPT, DR7, H0 analysis [31, 32] . Therefore, first I have run an analysis to fix the perturbation parameters to match the standard values, i.e., [35, 36] . As the results in Table 2 
Dark photon transformation
To mathematically calculate the transformation of an HDP in the semiconductor panel, I initially solved for the dynamic dark photon by integrating Eqs. (7) and (8) . It is well established that, owing to the spatially variable condition J( ) , the semiconductor panels produce different dark photon dynamics [37] . The unit area J( ) has a persistent weakcoupling limit, and the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation rule and/or the Markovian master equation is equal to the dark photon activation. Consequently, all HDP photon activations will have dynamic dark photon state modes (1D, 2D, 3D) in the semiconductor cell, which can be expressed as described in Table 3 [24, 38] . Subsequently, a fine high-level frequency cut-off of C is employed to avoid the bifurcation of the DOS in a 3D semiconductor cell. Similarly, a sharpended high-level frequency cut-off has been employed at d and maintain it into a positive DOS in 2D and 1D semiconductor cells. Hence, Li 2 (x) acts as a dilogarithm variable and e rfc (x) acts as an additive variable. Subsequently, the DOS of the various semiconductor cells, denoted as PC ( ) , is determined by calculating the dark photon eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions of Maxwell's rules, while considering the nanostructures of the semiconductor [3, 27, 29] . For a 1D semiconductor cell, the corresponding DOS is denoted as
where − e represents the Heaviside step function and e in e represents the frequency in the PBE considering the DOS. The dark photonic modes depict the crossover of the 1D and 2D semiconductor cells into PV cells, and a complex transitional state of the 3D cell into the semiconductor cell Table 3 The dark photonic structures in the different DOS dimensional modes in the PV cell These structures correspond to different unit areas J( ) and self-induced energies in the reservoir ( ) , which were determined by the photon dynamics in the extreme relativistic semiconductor cell. The variables C, and function like coupled forces between the point breaks and semiconductors in 1D, 2D, and 3D, oriented into the semiconductor cell [27, 28] culated and are shown in Fig. 4a 
Transform dark photon into energy
To convert an HDP into electricity under extreme relativistic conditions, a single-diode semiconductor panel consisting of a small disk semiconductor attached via wire to a circuit consisting of a positive and a negative film of silicon placed under a thin slice of glass and attached to graphene has been used. The semiconductor panel must have an open circuit point such that the current and voltage are at a maximum and an open circuit voltage V oc . In addition, the maximum power point can be determined using the maximum current and voltage calculation immediately after capturing a HDP [38, 41] . The power delivered by a semiconductor PV panel will thus have the capability to reach a maximum value at the points (I mp , V mp ) [36, 40] . To confirm the semiconductor panel's capability of such current-voltage flow, the optimal working points and the dark functionality under the illuminating state of the semiconductor panel has been analyzed. To determine the results of the I-V and P-V features of the PV panel for the relativistic temperatures from 25 to 45 °C using 5 °C increments and a constant solar irradiance 800 W/nm 2 , the short-circuit current (I sc ) constant is considered at constant level. Simply, once the temperature increases due to the relativistic temperature, both the open circuit voltage (V oc ) and maximum power output of the P-V module increase in the semiconductor panel, and the result will be a non-linear flow of electrical energy in the P-V module (Fig. 7) .
Conclusions
Dark photon is modeled by implementing a Higgs boson quantum collision under extreme relativistic conditions to transform it into an activated photon (HDP) to create energy. Thus, a series of mathematical calculations (dark photon modeling, dark photon transformation, dark photon conversion into energy) have been performed using MATLAB software that suggest that the transformation of dark photons into HDP by Higgs boson [BR(H → γγ − ] particle collisions under extreme relativistic conditions (ERC) is quite feasible. Simply, it can be said that the HDP formation from a dark photon is just a high-energy photo-physical reaction that activates the dark photon into an energy level photon, which would be a new field of energy science. Indeed, it will open a new door in science for better understanding of this hidden power.
